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REARRANGEMENTS OF CONDITIONALLY CONVERGENT

REAL SERIES WITH PREASSIGNED CYCLE TYPE

JOHN HOWARD SMITH

ABSTRACT. For any conditionally convergent real series, any real

number r, and any infinite cycle type, there is a permutation of the in-

dices, of the given cycle type, which makes the series converge to  r.

One result usually mentioned and sometimes proved when conditionally

convergent series are first discussed is Riemann's theorem that for any real

number r there is a permutation of the indices so that the renumbered ser-

ies converges to  r.   The usual method of renumbering gives no control over

the type of the permutation (in the sense of disjoint cycle decomposition).

John Kelly has asked whether we may, for example, take the permutations

to be of order 2.   In this note we investigate whether the job can be done

with a permutation with prescribed cycle type, and show that, subject to the

obvious condition that the cycle type allow for moving infinitely many indi-

ces, it can be.

Let N be the natural numbers  [1, 2, .«.}; let NQ =N.u\0\, NM=NU

!<»}, N0oo= N U Í0, ooj.  A cycle type is a function t from N^ to iV^; it is to be

thought of as specifying how many   1-cycles (fixed points), 2-cycles, etc.,

including infinite cycles, a permutation of a (countable) set is to have in

its disjoint cycle decomposition.   If  t(y) = x, we shall say that t has x

y-cycles.

Clearly a permutation o moves only finitely many elements if and only

if its cycle type, tŒ, satisfies:

(1) icr(oo) = 0;

(2) tj,n) < oo for any  n 6 N, n 4--1;

(3) tain) = 0  for all but finitely many 72.

Such a cycle type will be called finite.

Theorem. If Sa    is a conditionally convergent series of real numbers,
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c a real number, and t an infinite cycle type, then there is a permutation

of N, with  ta= I, such that S^a^.  . = c.

Before proving the Theorem we establish some special cases.

Lemma. 1. Suppose that S^o     converges conditionally, and S.a  , / C

N, is a divergent subseries of nonnegative terms.   Suppose further that  t is

an infinite cycle type with  til) = oo, ¿(oo) = 0.    Then for any nonnegative

real number d, there is a permutation o on N, of type t, fixing all elements

of N—I, such that  S.,£2   .   . = (S.,o ) - d.
' ' N   cr(n) N   n

Proof. We may assume N—l is infinite; if not take /   C /, /V — /    infi-

nite with  /    satisfying the same properties.

Now rearrange the series  1-1+ 1/2-1/2+ 1/3- 1/3 • • •   so that it con-

verges to  d.   Do this in such a way that

(1) 1/m occurs before -1/m for all  m £ N.

(2) If 772 > m then I/772 occurs before 1/m and —1/m before —1/m.

Call the rearranged series S.,r .6 N    72

We now construct certain finite subsets, li+m), m £ N, of I which oc-

cur in the same "order" as the corresponding + l/m in  Sr .   The sum of

a    over I(m)  will be approximately   1/m, that over Ii—tn)  approximately

zero.   We then construct a permutation with the given cycle type which in-

terchanges the elements of lim)  with some of those of ¡i—m).   The effect

will be to decrease the sum over /(m)  by about  1/m  and increase the (la-

ter) terms corresponding to  Ii-m) by the same amount.   Because of the or-

der of the sets /(+m), the net effect on the series turns out to be a decrease

of d in the total sum.

The cycle type t tells us that the desired permutation will consist of

infinitely many 1-cycles and infinitely many nontrivial finite cycles. Let

the lengths of the latter be s ., s2, • • •. Thus each integer n 4 1 occurs

tin)  times in this sequence.

Now we construct /(+m) C /  so that:

(1) Any two of the Ii±m)  ate disjoint.

i2)\il1(m)ak)-l/m\~<2-.

(3)IVm)ûJ<2"m-

(A) If  1/x comes before   l/y in  Sr , then every element of ¡(x)  is less

than every element of liy).   (Note that this implies (1).)

(5) For every  mx 6<V, 2*1 |/(_m)| = 2™2ism - l), where m2 = l™l\I(m)\.

The blocks are constructed following the order of Sr as indicated in

(4).   There will be no difficulty satisfying (1), (2)   and (3)   since the terms
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an, n £ I, approach zero but their sum diverges.   The effect of (5)  is to spe-

cify  |/(—77i)|   in terms of  |/(+m')|, rn   < m, which, by the construction of

Sr    will occur before Ii-m), so the blocks may in fact be determined re-

cursively.

The purpose of condition (5)  is so that if the elements of ijl     ate

numbered consecutively, and if the kth occurs in  ¡im), there will be  s, — 1

elements in  /(—m)  with which we can combine it to make an  s, -cycle.   We

construct o to do this for all   k, and to leave all other elements of N  fixed.

Thus o has the desired cycle type.

Now we show that 2No   — £,,a      . = d by comparing S^a^,  .   with

2Kan, K = {1, 2,.- • , k\.

For those m for which (lim) U ¡i-m)) C K, the sums over (l(m)Ul(-m))Pi

K ate the same. For those m for which /(m) C K, /(—m) C N - K, the first

sum over Urn) O K  will be less than the second sum by an amount within

2- 2~m   of  1/m, hence the sums over all such sets will differ by a partial

sum of the series Sr    plus something which will be small if k is large.

Finally for the (at most one) set K+m)  which meets both K and N— K, both

sums taken over I(+m) O K  will be small if k is large.   Since this accounts

for all indices at which the two sums may differ, we see that as  k—»oo, their

difference approaches Sr   = d.

Lemma 2 is a variation of Lemma 1 where the conditions on   t are re-

placed by  t(l) = oo; t(n) = 0, n 4 1, t(°°) = 1.

The spirit of the construction is the same except that we take  |/(— m)\ =

|/(m)|.   Then o takes the kth element of Km) to the kth of I(-m), and the

kth of l(-m)  to the ik + l)st of Km), except that it takes the last of Ii-m)

to the first of /(m + 2)  if m is odd, the first of Km —2)  if m is even and

772^2,  the first of /(l) if m = 2.   The verification that this does the job is

left to the reader.

Lemma 3. For any infinite I C N and any infinite cycle type t, there

is a permutation o of type  t on I such that if o    is the extension of a  to

N defined by o in) = n for n £ N - I, £»,a   = S^o^',   ..

Proof. Take an absolutely convergent subseries S.'o    and rearrange

in any manner to use up cycles so there remains to be used an infinite

type with at most one infinite cycle.   This may then be made to act "harm-

lessly" on the remaining elements using the main result of [l].

Finally we prove the main theorem.   If  t is the sum of two infinite cy-

cle types, things are easy; we use some of the cycle type to achieve the de-
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sired change using Lemmas 1 or 2 (or their analogues if an increase is de-

sired).   We then use up the rest in some "harmless" manner by Lemma 3,

taking care not to leave too many fixed points if t(l) ^ oo.

In the remaining case, t has 1 infinite cycle and finitely many nontri-

vial finite cycles.   We may use up the latter at the beginning, and, if t(l) =

oo, apply Lemma 2 directly.   If t(l) < oo, then the construction of Lemma 2

must be slightly refined to avoid an excess of fixed points.   The details

are not difficult.

The partial extension of Riemann's theorem to conditionally conver-

gent series of complex numbers, and more generally of vectors in 72-space,

has been extensively studied by Steinitz  [4],   It might be interesting to in-

vestigate which, if any, of his results are affected by restrictions on the cy-

cly type of the permutations involved.   It might also be interesting to see

whether there are any restrictions on cycle type in other "rearranging" theo-

rems in analysis, such as von Neumann's theorem that if two sequences in

a compact metric space have the same set of cluster points, then there is a

rearrangement of one (permutation of the indices) such that the distance be-

tween corresponding terms approaches zero.
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